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2SpaceSense’s activities

End-products for Agriculture

We sell several API access to get access to crop health 
information, soil moisture, farming practices and other 

similar informations.

Developer tools to build EO solutions

We are building tools that help accelerate and simplify the 
work of geospatial engineers in order to make the creation 

of EO solutions more accessible.

Contact: sami@spacesense.ai 

mailto:sami@spacesense.ai
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SpaceSense Labs tools 3

SpaceSense 
Labs

EO data catalog

Access to a 
large catalog of 
satellite data

Data 
preparation

Data fusion

Fuse any 
geospatial data 
in minutes

Pre-processing

One-click 
customised 
pre-processing

Data harmonization

Mix different 
satellite data 
sources 

Contact: sami@spacesense.ai 

mailto:sami@spacesense.ai
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SpaceSense 
Labs

EO data catalog

Access to a 
large catalog of 
satellite data

Data 
preparation

Workflow 
building

Data fusion

Fuse any 
geospatial data 
in minutes

Pre-processing

One-click 
customised 
pre-processing

Data harmonization

Mix different 
satellite data 
sources AI architectures

Build AI models 
using our pre-built 
architectures

Scalable training

Run your training 
on thousands of 
images 

Complex workflows

Build complex 
workflows using EO 
in a very easy way Contact: sami@spacesense.ai 

mailto:sami@spacesense.ai
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SpaceSense 
Labs

EO data catalog

Access to a 
large catalog of 
satellite data

Data 
preparation Deployment

Workflow 
building

Data fusion

Fuse any 
geospatial data 
in minutes

Pre-processing

One-click 
customised 
pre-processing

Data harmonization

Mix different 
satellite data 
sources AI architectures

Build AI models 
using our pre-built 
architectures

Scalable training

Run your training 
on thousands of 
images 

Complex workflows

Build complex 
workflows using EO 
in a very easy way

API Creation

Build API 
endpoint for 
your workflows

Cloud optimisation

Ensures you always 
have the required 
processing power

Constant monitoring

Track your usage in 
real-time and 
improve it over time

Contact: sami@spacesense.ai 

mailto:sami@spacesense.ai

